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ABSTRACT

The goal of this study is to investigate the effects and underlying mechanisms of stiffness tuning on tunable reversible dry adhesion of an elastomeric post. This research introduces a novel device constructed out of a soft elastomer, polydemethylsiloxane (PDMS), with micro channels injected with low melting point alloy (LMPA) that can soften by applying a voltage. In contrast to traditional handling devices, such as metallic robot handlers, this soft gripper enables compliant manipulation of delicate fragile objects such as a thin glass slide. In this thesis, the design and fabrication of the elastomeric posts and the effects of three adhesion testing conditions will be presented. The first testing condition provided the baseline adhesion values that would be later referenced to certify adhesion reversibility. The second condition demonstrates the device’s ability to change adhesion forces on the spot, or dynamically. The third condition displays the ability of the device to maintain this adhesion change when activated and deactivated repeatedly. Theoretical Finite Element modeling provides insights indicating a maximum adhesion when varying one critical geometrical parameter, which was later confirmed with experiments. Experimental results prove the device’s capability of dynamically tunable reversible dry adhesion. This novel approach to tunable dry adhesion exhibits the feasibility of soft grippers that would not require complicated systems for activation but instead only need low power and simple circuitry, and thus have potential to function as effective soft gripping devices.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction

1.1 Introduction

This section will introduce some examples of soft robotic grippers, and their beneficial characteristics in regard to diverse repetitive processes and the wide range of geometric shapes and delicacies they can handle. The difficulties involved with the handling of Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) either during fabrication or assembly will also be presented along with bio-mimicry films inspired by nature. A background on tunable adhesion and the theory will familiarize the readers with the concept before adventuring into the details of the research project.

1.2 Soft Robotic Grippers

In the dynamic world of high-tech industries, it is vital to create the tools necessary to handle various parts or devices either during highly repetitive tasks such as manufacturing, or everyday tasks involving human-machine interaction [1]. These tools, such as grippers, have proven themselves reliable, effective, and vital to some production processes [2, 3]. However, with traditional materials like metals, they do not allow for much adaptability or flexibility in regards to handling multiple or complex geometries, and objects varying in delicacy [4-7]. For example, when the dimension of a product changes, new tooling can be required to accommodate this change, and the process of re-tooling an entire manufacturing or assembly line can be time consuming and financially costly. The emerging research fields of Soft Robotics and Bio-Inspired Robotics aim to address this challenge by providing alternative solutions that involve adaptive grippers to
accommodate a plethora of geometries, weights, and materials to advance the capabilities and implementations of soft materials in large scale industrial manufacturing and assembly processes [2]. Among earlier attempts at providing these solutions, some grippers were sophisticated in design while others operated with relatively simple mechanisms and used innovative materials, thus reducing the burden of traditional metallic handling structures. For example, Jun Shintake et al. created a soft gripper that employs the phenomenon of electroadhesion and electrostatic actuation with integrated self-sensing that has the capabilities of manipulating objects varying in geometry, weight, and fragility [8]. In the resting state the fingers of the gripper curls outwards; when voltage is applied the fingers curl inwards conforming to the target object. When the object is to be placed back down the voltage is removed, causing the fingers to curl outwards releasing the object.
Figure 1-1: (a) Schematic of the soft gripper and the different layers. (b) The gripper in the resting state with the fingers curled outwards, voltage is applied causing the fingers to curl inward and conforming to the egg (60.9 g) for pick up. (c) Gripper picking up a thin membrane water balloon (35.6 g). (d) Picking up a piece of paper (0.8 g). (e) Teflon tube (80.8 g). (f) Metallic oil can (82.1 g) [8].

Development of soft smart materials increases the capabilities of soft grippers such as the one developed by A. M. Nasab et al. [9]. This gripper was outfitted with rigidity tunable elastomer strips as ligaments. The ligaments were developed by Shan et al. and are a conductive propylene-based elastomer (cPBE) embedded in a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) matrix [10]. The cPBE strips will soften when exposed to an electrical current resulting in tunable rigidity. The gripper, shown in Figure 1-2, is composed of three PDMS pressure chamber fingers that have EcoFlex ‘knuckles’ with each finger having
three cPBE strips as ligaments. By pressurizing the fingers and activating the ligaments with an electrical voltage, the user can dictate which way the fingers bend in real time. When the target object has been gripped and manipulated, it can be placed back down by depressurizing the fingers, and deactivating the cPBE strips to allow the structure to return to a neutral position.

Figure 1-2: Images of the versatile adaptable soft gripper developed by the Shan Research Group at the University of Nevada, Reno (a) ping pong ball (b) roll of tape (c) marble (d) small clamp (e) binder clip (f) petri dish (g) empty box (h) With the tunable rigidity ligaments the gripper can twist resulting in the rotation of the object that is picked up. [9]

Hao et al. developed a four-finger soft gripper that can pick up a multitude of objects varying in size, weight, and geometry by utilizing pneumatics. Pressure chambers in the fingers are fabricated such that when a vacuum is pulled the fingers curl outwards, and oppositely, when the chambers are pressurized the fingers curl inwards conforming to the target object for pickup.
Figure 1-3: Shows the gripper’s ability to pick up a variety of objects. (a) Tupperware (b) model of a human hand (c) cactus (d) screw (e) pen (f) keys (g) a compact disc (h) egg (i) bag of milk [11].

Although these examples represent a small population of existing soft grippers, they display the diverse handling potential of soft robotic grippers that can also be simple to control and cost effective, which makes them ideal for large scale production lines or human interactive devices [12]. The continued advancement of these soft grippers will allow for a vast range of geometrical shapes, weights, and materials that can be handled
by a single device, removing the need for re-tooling if ever there is a case. However, their operation can require high voltage [13-15] and/or long activation times that are not ideal for highly rapid and repetitive tasks such as those involved in manufacturing. In addition, these grippers are more ideal for macro applications and can be at a disadvantage when handling products on the micro scale.

### 1.3 MEMS Handling

Micro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS) are ubiquitous in the era of smartphones [16] and are delicate systems that require minimally invasive manipulation techniques when traveling through fabrication and/or assembly processes. These systems, called die, are often fabricated on thin silicone discs called wafers, and undergo fabrication processes such as photolithography and chemical etching. As devices become smaller wafers can become thinner. This makes them more susceptible to being bent or broken during handling due to the residual stresses in the layers formed during the manufacturing process which can in turn lead to lower yields. Carrier substrates can be introduced as a support mechanism for the wafer as it travels through the production process [17], but depending on fragility these may not always be effective. Commonly, MEMS devices are handled on the outside edges to prevent damage while being picked up and placed, and may require multiple tools, each being unique for specific operations and/or needs [18, 19]. A proven reliable method for handling MEMS devices is transfer printing, which is a process that focuses on the interfacial mechanics of the adherent (‘sticky’ object) and the adherand (substrate to be moved) and how to separate the two once the system has been positioned correctly [20, 21]. Transfer printing allows for a variety of MEMS to be
handled because it involves surface-to-surface contacts and natural adhesive properties, rather than the pinching or suction forces associated with micro-tweezers or vacuum wands. For example, Jefferey D. Eisenhaure et al. fabricated a stamp made of shape memory polymer (SMP)[22]. Glass transition temperature properties were used to manipulate micro structures on the bottom surface which resulted in a reversible dry adhesion device. By applying heat to the stamp and a compressive preload, pyramid shaped micro-points located on the bottom of the stamp are then able to retract into the stamp, increasing the contact surface area for a high adhesion state. The temperature is then lowered so the points remain concealed while the object is being transported to the final location. When positioned correctly, the stamp is heated without compression forces allowing the micro-tips to extend from concealment decreasing the contact surface area, resulting in a low adhesion state, and allowing the object to be placed down.

![Figure 1-4](image)

**Figure 1-4:** (a) The process flow for picking up and placing of an object with the stamp. (b) The stamp in a low adhesion state. (c) The same stamp in a high adhesion state. (d) Stamp with a dimple in the middle in a low adhesion state. (e) The dimple retracted results in a high adhesion state [22].
These SMP stamps can vary in size and geometry or be placed in an array so that multiple die can be picked up and selectively placed. Huang et al. and Eisenhaure et al. developed and fabricated devices with an array of SMP stamps in conjunction with a laser system that allows for localized heating and selective placement [23, 24]. Application of heat to the entire SMP array, and compressive preload, allows for multiple die to be picked up at once.Selective placing is then accomplished by the implementation of a laser for singular SMP heating which releases the die as shown in Figure 1-5.

**Figure 1-5:** Schematic showing the multiple die pick up capabilities of the conical SMP stamp array and the use of a laser for localized heating, resulting in selective placement [23].
Other methods of transfer printing such as shear-enhanced [25], shown in Figure 1-6 and rolling stamp [26, 27], shown in Figure 1-7, have shown success and aid in providing custom processes that can be tailored to specific applications such as assembly. However, a device with universal handling characteristics that does not require outside influencers such as heaters or lasers, but rather is all inclusive, would be beneficial to the MEMS industry.

**Figure 1-6:** Process flow of shear transfer printing. An elastomeric stamp is brought into contact with the target which is then picked up and transported to the desired area. Once in position, the target is placed down and shear is slowly applied allowing the stamp to disengage resulting in placement of the target [25].

**Figure 1-7:** Schematic of a multi-roller transfer printing process [27].
1.4 Bio-inspired Adhesives

Nature is one of the primary sources of inspirations when it comes to designing devices that improve our capabilities. Simple things we take for granted, such as the human body, are so complex that it is difficult to mimic these naturally occurring systems. One fascinating phenomenon is the Gecko’s ability to climb various surfaces whether smooth, rough, clean, or dirty. This variable adhesion mechanism has been the inspiration for many new adhesive films, and has the potential to be used in “the next-generation clean manufacturing technology” [28].

The Gecko’s ability to climb surfaces stems from Van Der Waal’s attractive forces between two atoms [29-31]. The foot of the Gecko contains an hierarchy of micro to nanoscale hair-like structures called spatula, shown in Figure 1-8, that are responsible for their climbing ability [32]. Each spatula (or setae) is capable of holding an average of 195 μN, meaning that a small portion of setae in contact is sufficient for proper adhesion [33].

Figure 1-8: Left: shows the bottom of a gecko’s foot. Right: the hierarchy of hairs called spatula that aid in the gecko’s ability to climb multiple surfaces [32].
This hierarchal structure, if replicated, has many applications for macro soft robotic grippers and micro handling devices, and has been the driving inspiration behind biomimicry films [34, 35]. For example, Zhuxia Rong et al. successfully fabricated a biomimetic hierarchical structure consisting of polymer micro-posts topped with carbon nanotubes that are densely packed to resemble the bottom of a gecko’s foot [36].

![Figure 1-9](image)

**Figure 1-9:** (a) SEM image of a gecko toe pad displaying the hierarchy of structure. (b) Fabrication process overview. (c) Polymer pillars with carbon nanotubes on the tips. (d) Magnification of the carbon nanotube tips [36].

Shear testing was performed on the hierarchical pillar arrays (HPAs) in comparison with a pure carbon nano-tube forest (CNTF). Results show that on rough surfaces, the HPAs perform nine times better than the CNTF due to the hierarchical structure which allows for better contact and conformity to a surface. The hierarchal benefits have also been
shown by Jongho Lee et al. who were successful in the fabrication of a device that consists of ‘flaps’ to mimic the lamellar arrays seen on a gecko toe, Figure 1-10. Each ‘flap’ has a nanofibrillar sub-array that provides adhesive properties. The result is a dry adhesive structure that is capable of holding 3 N of hanging weight while attached vertically to a stainless steel plate [37].

![Figure 1-10: (a) Toe pad of a gecko displaying the lamellar arrays courtesy of Professor Kellar Autumn. (b) The fabricated device with similar lamellar arrays. (c, d) SEM imagery of the nanofiber arrays on lamellar flaps [37].](image)

The gecko is not the only inspiration for biomimetic films. For example, the octopus-inspired adhesive pad developed by Lee at al. that is intended to be used for the handling of semiconductors or any other device that requires handling without the application of preload forces as seen with transfer printing. Muscle actuation of a suction cup is accomplished by the thermo-response of the hydrogel pad. When the temperature increases, it causes the hydrogel layer to shrink resulting in an increase in internal volume, thus effectively pulling a vacuum for suction to a target surface. Cooling the
hydrogel causes it to swell, thus decreasing the internal volume and removing the vacuum allowing for the surface to be released [38].

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 1-11**: Octopus inspired film with “suckers”. When the hydrogel is heated, expansion of the inner chamber pulls a vacuum for suction to a surface. Then, cooling causes the hydrogel to swell decreasing the internal volume and releasing the vacuum and object. [38]

Bio-inspired adhesives display huge potential in applications such as handling devices whether micro or macro, but also increase and extend the capabilities of robots by unlocking wall climbing abilities [34, 39-41]. For example, three types of climbing robots: gecko-like, tank-like, and wheel-leg robots have shown great success in their abilities to scale vertical surfaces using the bio-inspired films [42].
Figure 1-12: A gecko-inspired wall climbing robot with fibrillar adhesive pads on the feet. Actuators on the toes allow for an upwards toe peeling motion similar to a gecko [43].

Figure 1-13: Wheel-like robot with mushroom tip fibrillar arrays on the pads [44].
These bio-inspired adhesives no longer apply to just small robots as shown by Hawkes et al. who successfully developed and fabricated gecko-inspired adhesive pads that allow for a human to climb a vertical wall. This device is successful in showing that the hierarchal adhesion concepts of the gecko’s ability to climb surfaces can be scaled for human use [46].
There is an ever increasing need for handling or manipulation devices. Soft robotic grippers currently allow for objects varying in shape, size, and weight to be manipulated by one gripper rather than having multiple handlers, but can often require high voltage or long activation times. As MEMS devices continue to become smaller and more fragile, reliable delicate handling processes are required for precision assembly and to ensure high yield of devices. Current manipulation techniques, some employing tunable adhesion, are sufficient but can require the use of compressive forces for handling which may result in breakage depending on the delicacy of the component. External instrumentation may also be required which could lead to sophisticated systems versus a more all-in-one package that could be more beneficial. Biomimetic adhesive devices and films provide more options, such as smooth or rough surfaces, in the field of both macro and micro handling, but lack in the ability of a wide range of tunable adhesion disallowing users to customize the desired adhesion force per experiment. Our research into completely reversible tunable dry adhesion will provide a novel device that has fast actuation, scalability, an inclusive stand-alone package, and adhesion customization that will expand the capabilities of handling devices with tunable dry adhesion.
Chapter 2 – Background

2.1 Introduction

This section will introduce the concept of reversible tunable dry adhesion and provide a few examples of capable devices. Reversible tunable dry adhesion can be accomplished through the manipulation of material properties but done so in such a way that the original properties remain un-affected by the process. This ensures the device can be used multiple times. Material properties such as critical fracture toughness and critical energy release rate and the role they play in regards to crack propagation will be introduced followed by an overview of the main goal of the project.

2.2 Tunable Adhesion

Tunable adhesion is the ability to manipulate the ‘stickiness’ of a component, typically of elastomer, to be lower than that of its natural state. To achieve reversibility, this change in adhesion should be done in such a manner that the natural state of the adhesive is not affected by the manipulation process. This is important if the device needs to be used repeatedly, which is where dry adhesion is beneficial. Dry adhesion pertains to not using any additives, such as glue and epoxies, to increase adhesion, or release agents to lower it. To obtain reversible tunable dry adhesion, material properties, interfacial mechanics, phase changes, and temperature are controllable factors that can influence the system.

Material properties, such as magnetic properties, can be exploited to tune adhesion [47, 48]. Northern et al. developed a film that utilized the magnetic properties of nickel. The film contained nickel cantilevers that were coated with polymer nanorods which provided adhesion. When the film was in an “ON” state with no magnetic field, the nanorods are
exposed making the film ‘sticky’. To then turn “OFF” the adhesion, a magnetic field is applied causing the nickel beams to rotate in such a manner that the polymer nanorods are covered, effectively reducing adhesion [49].

**Figure 2-1:** (a) Nickel cantilever with polymer nano-rods on the surface. (b) Magnification of a gecko foot setae branch with spatulæ at the end. (c) Polymer nano-rod coated nickel cantilever array displaying hierarchical mimicry when compared to (d) a setae array of a gecko foot. Right: Top shows the cantilevers under no magnetic field exposing the polymer nano-rods in an adhesion “ON” state. Bottom shows the introduction of a magnetic field resulting in the cantilevers rotating and covering the nano-rods in an adhesive “OFF” state [49].

Zhou Ye et al. were successful in obtaining reversible adhesion by placing a droplet of liquid Gallium at the tip of an elastomer post, and using the phase change properties of Gallium to reverse adhesion. This was done by applying heat to the system which allowed the Gallium to conform to an opposing surface to be picked up. Once the surface was determined to be in sufficient contact with the Gallium droplet the temperature was lowered such that the Gallium could solidify causing a strong bond on the interface [50]. To release from the interface, heat was again applied to the system causing a phase change in the Gallium allowing the post to be removed.
Figure 2-2: Schematic showing the test setup for the reversible switchable adhesion device. Heat is applied allowing the liquid Gallium to conform to the desired surface. The system is then cooled to solidify the Gallium resulting in temporary adhesion. When adhesion is no longer required heat is then applied liquefying the Gallium and releasing the bond between the elastomer post and the surface [50].

Yue Wang et al. investigated switchable dry adhesion by experimenting with step-like elastomer posts that focus more on the peeling motion of the device [51]. The posts were placed face-up and a surface was brought down onto the posts, Figure 2-3. After a preload was applied the drag direction could be selected. The pillars were dragged either left or right before pulling the surface away. Depending on the drag direction, contact surface area was either reduced or increased (Figure 2-4), resulting in a reduction or increase in pull-off force respectively.
Figure 2-3: Shows the test setup for the step-like micro pillars. The system can move in the x direction allowing for the user to define the direction of drag to obtain the desired increase or decrease in adhesion [51].

Figure 2-4: Shows how the step-like post reacts to the drag direction. By dragging to the left a reduction in contact surface area occurs resulting in reduced adhesion. By dragging to the right an increase in contact surface area occurs resulting in increased adhesion [51].
Similarly, Seo et al. developed a reversible dry adhesive film that utilized micro SMP wedges. The process, shown in Figure 2-5, starts with placing the target object on the film. Next, heat is applied to the micro SMP wedge array, and when the glass transition temperature of the SMP has been reached, a preload is applied. This causes the wedges to deform, thus increasing the contact surface area. Preload is maintained while the array is cooled below the glass transition temperature so the wedges keep the deformed shape. Once cooled the target object is ready to be manipulated. To remove, the array is heated again, and the preload is released allowing the wedges to return to the original geometry.

\[\text{[52].}\]

\textbf{Figure 2-5:} Schematic of the adhesion process starting with a cooled micro SMP array. Heat is then applied along with a preload to deform the wedges resulting in a high adhesion state. To maintain this state, the array is cooled causing the wedges to remain deformed for high adhesion allowing the target object to be manipulated [52].
Another way that adhesion can be tuned by manipulating contact surface area was shown by Jeong et al. through surface wrinkling in combination with micro-pillars. In the film’s resting state it is wrinkled, which causes the PDMS posts to tilt resulting in a point contact and an adhesion “off” state. To achieve an adhesion “on” state, the film is stretched to make the posts align perpendicularly, allowing for a surface contact resulting in a high adhesion state.

Figure 2-6: Left: The film in an adhesion off state due to the posts making a point contact because of surface wrinkling. Right: The film in an adhesion on state. Stretching the film allows the posts to make a surface contact increasing adhesion [53].

Recent work by H. K. Minsky and K. T. Turner at the University of Pennsylvania shows that by introducing a rigid core into an elastomer post and controlling the shear direction, tunable dry adhesion can be accomplished. This is a result of shifting the peak stress from
the edge of the sample to the center, aiding in the achievement of optimal adhesion of the elastomer post to the surface [54].

The findings of this work inspired collaboration between Dr. Kevin Turner and Dr. Wanliang Shan who explored the idea of employing a tunable rigid core to achieve dynamically tunable dry adhesion in a soft core-shell composite structure. This was done by embedding a cPBE within a PDMS post shown in Figure 2-8. Preliminary testing of the tool also indicated promise of a multi-level dynamic tuning device (Figure 2-9) [55].
Figure 2-8: An elastomer post with a tunable cPBE core. Normally the core is rigid and upon activation by applying a voltage, the core becomes soft allowing the sample to stretch.

Figure 2-9: The schematic of the combined tunable core (Black) and variable stiffness interfacial heater (Purple) injected with LMPA (White). This device allows for multi-level dynamic tuning of dry adhesion. [55].
The final device will be semi-all-inclusive with just the need of a power supply for the multi-level activation. The ability to tune both the core and the interface will allow for crack propagation mitigation leading to customized settings for varying applications. The device will be quick to activate and require lower voltages making it an ideal candidate as an attachment for soft robotic grippers. With the correct fabrication processes and further research, the device can be scaled for either micro and macro applications such as MEMS handling or wall climbing technology.

2.3 Theory

Because dry adhesion involves the bonding and de-bonding between two surfaces, fracture mechanics plays a major role in describing the mechanisms of this interfacial interaction. The separation of two faces, or fracture (crack growth), can be described by three modes: Mode I, Mode II, and Mode III, shown in Figure 2-10. When a material experiences pure Mode I loading, the critical energy release rate, $G_C$, needed for crack propagation is lower than that of the same material experiencing Mode II, III, or any mixed-mode loading shown in Figure 2-11 [56].
Materials have a natural resistance to fracture called “fracture toughness”, $K_C$, such that when the applied load causes the stress intensity factor, $K$, to become larger than that of $K_C$ the crack will grow. Assuming that pure Mode I was experienced during testing and
as the critical fracture toughness is the lowest for Mode I in comparison to Mode II, III, or any mixed-mode loading, $K_I$ was usually considered to be compared with $K_C$ when determining crack growth. Alternatively, the fracture criteria $G$, the “energy release rate”, can be considered, where $G$ is given by

$$G_I = \frac{K_I^2}{E'},$$  \quad (1)$$

where $E' = E/(1 - \nu^2)$ with $E$ being the Young’s modulus, $\nu$ the Poisson’s ratio, and $K_I$ depends on the geometry and location of the crack. With the energy approach, fracture criterion can be given as

$$G \geq G_C,$$

with $G$ being the available energy release rate of the crack and $G_C$ is the critical energy release rate required to propagate a crack [57].

For example, a 2D pure PDMS post was modeled in ANSYS and subjected to a tension load of 28 kPa. The resultant maximum strain at the crack tip was calculated to be 1.0203 correlating to a $G$ value of $3.63 \frac{J}{m^2}$. The $G_C$ value reported at low pull-off speeds and room temperature for pure PDMS in Ref. [21] is roughly $3.6 \frac{J}{m^2}$ (Figure 2-12). It means that under this loading, $G \geq G_C$ and thus the crack will propagate.
Figure 2-12: The critical energy release rate for pure PDMS at different temperatures. [21]

Figure 2-13: Simulation of a 2D pure PDMS post under a 28 kPa tension load. Results show a maximum strain at the crack tip of 1.0203, resulting in a $G$ equal to $G_c$ meaning that the crack will propagate.
If a PDMS post with the exact same geometry as described in the previous paragraph contains a rigid core embedded 200μm deep from the bottom surface and with the same load applied, the result is a maximum strain at the crack tip of 0.2318 giving a calculated $G$ of $0.1644 \frac{J}{m^2}$ resulting in $G < G_c$ meaning that for the crack to propagate, a higher load should be applied.

![Figure 2-14: PDMS post with embedded rigid core subjected to the same 28 kPa tension load. Results show a more uniform strain distribution resulting in a lower maximum strain value of 0.2318 giving a $G$ lower than $G_c$ meaning that a higher load would need to be applied to propagate the crack.](image-url)
Furthermore, a higher maximum stress can be seen in the pure PDMS post, while the rigid core embedded post experiences a more uniform stress concentration resulting in a lower maximum stress experienced. Inherently a higher deformation is observed in the pure PDMS sample than that with the rigid core. This is important because lower deformation reduces the strain, thus reducing $G$ and requiring higher applied loads for crack propagation in samples with rigid cores. Effectively, this means the dry adhesion is increased.
Figure 2-15: Top: stress distribution of the pure PDMS post with a max stress of 1.0206 MPa. Bottom: More uniform stress distribution of the PDMS post with embedded rigid core with a max stress of 0.2141 MPa.
**Figure 2-16:** Top: Deformation of the pure PDMS post with a maximum displacement of 0.14415 mm. Bottom: Deformation of the PDMS post with rigid core having a maximum deformation of 0.011548 mm. By reducing the maximum displacement experienced by a sample, strain can be minimized thus keeping G lower for higher applied loads resulting in a change of dry adhesion.
2.4 Project

The focus of this thesis is to design, fabricate, and test a successful device to investigate the effects of variable rigidity on dry adhesion forces. A soft gripper fabricated with micro-channels injected with LMPA contained in a solid PDMS post is the prototype for testing. Using an Instron testing machine the effects of rigidity change on strain energy are studied.

With the LMPA solid at room temperature acting as a rigid plane, deformation at the interface should be more uniform and the maximum stress and strain at the crack tip will be lower, yielding a higher value for pull-off force when un-activated. When the device is activated with an electrical voltage, the LMPA should reach a temperature to melt, allowing the sample to deform more with less uniform stress and strain distributions at the crack tip, which results in a lower pull-off force. This ability to manipulate the rigid plane in real-time should result in a completely tunable reversible dry adhesion device.

![Figure 2-17: PDMS main body with LMPA filled micro-channels.](image)
Chapter 3 – Design and Fabrication

3.1 Introduction

Throughout the experiment, fabrication proved to be the most challenging aspect. Layers would delaminate allowing liquid metal or LMPA to leak out of or across the channels rendering the device useless. Occasionally when curing, components would move out of plane with respect to each other giving an un-usable, misaligned device unfit for testing. Devices would lose resistance with no visible indication as to why. When the project began, the goal was to make a soft heater using liquid metal but quickly took a different path with the application of rigidity tuning. Micro-channel patterns, geometries, and fabrication methods were all experimented with before finally developing a repeatable, reliable enough process to create testable devices.

3.2 Design

Originally, the goal was to investigate the effects of an applied interfacial temperature gradient on dry adhesion. It was speculated that by raising the temperature at the interface, pull-off forces could decrease. A plan was devised to fabricate a soft heater with micro-channels injected with Gallium-Indium eutectic (EGaIn), a liquid metal, which could then be attached at the bottom interface of a pure PDMS post. Testing would then include the sample being brought into contact with a glass surface and a compressive pre-load applied. Then with the device activated by voltage and the liquid metal filled micro-channels acting as a resistor, heat would be generated to decrease the pull-off force. However, many failed attempts at producing a reliable soft heater that could perform under the repeated loading and unloading proved challenging.
When a device with adequately filled micro-channel was fabricated, activation of the device typically resulted in the formation of voids in the channels which ruined it. This event was also witnessed by Je et. al. who designed two heaters and found that the void formation is caused by differing thermal expansion coefficients between the PDMS and the EGaIn [58]. The first heater was of similar design, being a non-pressurized sample, meaning that the channels were injected with liquid metal and sealed. The second heater was pressurized providing a constant flow of liquid metal during operation. If activation did not ruin the device, usually the combination of activation and subjugation to a compressive load would often lead to a rupture and leakage of liquid metal.

![Figure 3-1: Top: shows a similarly sealed liquid metal heater and the formation voids at high temperatures due to different thermal expansion coefficients of the PDMS and EGaIn. Bottom: shows a liquid metal heater that is exposed to a constant a flow of liquid metal, filling the voids as they form [58].](image-url)
The inherent drawbacks of the liquid metal soft heater design (for this application) led to the decision to re-design the device to a similar concept and use low melting point alloy instead of liquid metal. This would allow the device to switch between rigid and soft states, allowing the fracture mechanics at the surface and effects of a tunable plane to be studied.

The first version of the device, Figure 3-2, was a clone of that developed by Schubert et. al. seen in Figure 3-3 [59]. Although fabrication was successful and the sample was durable enough for testing, the channel pattern and dimensions were not conducive for the fracture mechanisms being studied to noticeably influence the system. Because of this, the LMPA channel pattern was re-designed to place the channels closer to the edge of the sample to increase the device’s effectiveness in combating crack formation.

![Figure 3-2: First version of the variable stiffness device. Channels were not close enough to the edges to allow the tunable plane to influence the system.](image-url)
The crucial areas were the spaces between the edge of the sample and the channels, along with the space between the channels themselves. Complete delamination in these low contact surface area locations was prominent along with inter-channel breaches and/or leaks occurring during the injection of LMPA. Channel height was also an issue being that the shorter the channel, the higher the chance of resistance loss because of the lower amount of material allowed in the channel.

The edge spaces and channel heights started as low as 100 μm and were gradually increased until a sample robust enough to test was created. The final design had 200 μm wide LMPA channels that were 400 μm tall and 700 μm from any outer edge with an internal spacing between channels of roughly 500 μm. The short edge of the device was 9.12 mm and the long edge 17.17 mm. Channel height was 400 μm tall with a total length of about 122 mm.
**Figure 3-4:** Bottom view of the final device design. LMPA channels were designed to be as close to each other and the edge as possible while maintaining device integrity for testing.

**Figure 3-5:** Cross sectional view of the main body with 200 μm wide channels where L = 700 μm, H = 400 μm, and V was varied from 200 to 1200 μm. Electrode wells have a conical shape to help keep material in the channel under compressive loading.
3.3 Fabrication Methods

The beginning stages of fabrication involved those outlined by Seigel et al. [60]. A copper substrate was cleaned and polished to decrease surface contaminants and roughness to allow for bonding of the photoresist. Single or combined layers of Riston Dry film photoresist (FX920 and FX940) were attached to the substrate with a laminator (Tamerica Tashin TCC-600). A mask was aligned and placed on top of the photoresist for UV exposure and curing. Once the channels were cured and developed, they were placed in a casting mold where PDMS was poured over the top, de-gassed in a vacuum chamber, and cured in an oven at 85˚C for 1 hour.

Using this method did result in some successful units. However, the molds had a limited lifetime before the photoresist would begin to peel off requiring the fabrication of new molds. In addition, during the infant stages of the design, geometry alterations occurred quite frequently which would require new masks to be printed subsequently losing time. Channel height was also limited because only two layers of photoresist could be stacked on each other before the process became too difficult. Even the stacking of two layers often led to poor lamination or issues of over/under curing and developing. It soon became prevalent that better control of channel height, quicker production time for geometry changes, and a highly re-usable mold was needed to keep pace with the dynamics of the project. The need for rapid manufacturing became apparent and it was decided to utilize additive manufacturing by implementing the 3-D printer (Stratasys Objet24). This allowed for experimentation with a multitude of channel geometries and overall sample dimensions with quick turn-around.
Three components were cast in 3-D printed molds: the post, spacer, and main body of the device. The final version of the main body mold can be seen below in Figure 3-6. Early versions of the mold did not have the top shelf which resulted in many failed devices. The top shelf was added as an area to grip with tweezers when removing the cured PDMS from the mold. It was crucial to not make any contact with the bottom surface to keep it clean and not introduce any unwanted surface features such as gouges. Mold preparations were as follows:

1. Design the mold in SolidWorks and print on the 3-D printer
2. Clean support material from mold by scrubbing and pressure washing
3. De-gassing in an oven for roughly 2 hours at 80°C
4. Final pressure wash rinse and allow to air dry

**Figure 3-6:** Left: Top view of the 3D printed mold. Right: Crosssectional view of the mold showing the top shelf feature added to ensure a clean removal of the part to preserve the bonding surface.
Once a mold was ready to use, a 10:1 mixture of PDMS (Sylgard 184) was carefully poured in. A glass slide was scraped across the top to remove any excess material to ensure a level surface for later assembly. The mold would then be placed into a vacuum oven at room temperature for de-gassing, seen in Figure 3-7, removing any pockets of air in the PDMS resulting in a uniform consistency.

![Figure 3-7: Left: 3D printed mold of micro channels. Right: De-gassing of the PDMS after casting is essential to ensure that no air bubbles are close to the channels.](image)

Once level and de-gassed, the molds would be placed into the curing oven at 85°C for about 45 minutes, after which, would be removed and allowed to cool before removal of components from the mold. Upon removal, a 0.5 mm biopsy punch was used to complete the wells on the main body for electrodes and holes for threading the copper wires through on the spacer.

The sealing layer was made with the same 10:1 ratio PDMS and spin coated on a glass wafer to varying thicknesses from 200-1200 microns and cured in the oven for about 20
minutes at 85°C. The main body and the sealing layer were both exposed to corona discharge (Model BD-20 Electro-Technic Products, INC) roughly 30 seconds on each surface for attachment. Once attached, the assembly was placed on a hot plate at 45°C for 5 minutes, removed, and either left overnight or a for a few hours to ensure a mature bond.[61]

Once the assembly had time to settle, the sample was removed from the glass wafer by carefully cutting around the edge with a razor blade and slowly peeling it away. The removal process was the first test of the bond between the main body and the sealing layer. A sample that could detach from the glass wafer without delaminating would more than likely be robust enough for the task of repetitive testing. Common failures at this stage of peeling was inter-channel or edge delamination that resulted in shorting of the device or leaks, both causing a loss in resistance and a failed sample. Samples that did not delaminate during removal from the glass wafer and passed visual inspection would then be placed in an oven at 80°C along with a syringe and a petri dish full of LMPA (Roto117F/47C, 44.70% Bismuth, 5.30% Cadmium, 22.60% Lead, 8.30% Tin, and 19.10% Indium). The LMPA melts at 47°C and having the environment at 80°C allowed enough time with the oven door open for low pressure injection of the LMPA into the channels ensuring that no air bubbles were introduced and reducing unnecessary bulging of the channels that could potentially cause delamination. Once the channels were injected, copper electrodes coated in silver paste were inserted into the wells and the sample was removed from the oven and allowed to cool.
To ensure a flat surface for attachment to the post, the spacer block was attached. The spacer also acted as a support structure for the electrodes so they did not move under compression and possibly compromise the device by puncturing the sealing layer. The copper wire electrodes were then threaded through the side of the spacer block and the resistance of the device was checked. If the device had resistance, the wells of the spacer block would be filled with PDMS and cured sealing the sample, if not, the device would be placed back in the oven to melt the LMPA in an attempt to re-position the electrodes to form a complete circuit. Resistance was checked one last time before attaching to the bottom of the post with more PDMS concluding the fabrication process. An exploded view of the device is shown in Figure 3-8 followed by a 3D rendering seen in Figure 3-9.
**Figure 3-8:** Exploded view of the final device. The sealing layer was attached via corona discharge. After the bond between the sealing layer and the main body matured, the channels were injected with LMPA while also inserting the electrodes. The spacer block was then attached with uncured PDMS and left to cure. Once the PDMS was cured and the spacer block secured in place, the electrodes were threaded through the side of the spacer block and the sample was sealed with more uncured PDMS before being attached to the post with uncured PDMS.
Figure 3-9: Left: Front side view of sample. Right: Side view of sample.
Chapter 4 – Testing Method and Setup

4.1 Introduction

To test for reversible tunable dry adhesion, a fixture to hold the devices was designed to be installed onto the Instron. Devices were then subjected to the four different test scenarios that were developed to differentiate the adhesion change between activated and un-activated states. To ensure activation and/or recognize failure of a device during testing, resistance was monitored continuously. If a device did lose resistance it was typically repairable assuming that no delamination or loss of material occurred. There was only one catastrophic failure during testing.

4.2 Experimental Setup

Testing of the devices was performed on an Instron 5969 with a 50 N load cell installed. A power supply (GW INSTEK GPR-30H100) was used for activation, and a digital multi-meter (ETEKCITY) to monitor the resistance. The PDMS post was inserted into the test fixture attached to the load cell side of the Instron while a glass slide (substrate) was installed on the bottom platform. The final testing setup can be seen below in Figures Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2.
Figure 4-1: The experimental setup used for all the testing. A 50 N load cell was installed for more precise measuring.
Figure 4-2: Close-up of the testing area showing exposed copper electrodes, fixed glass substrate, and fixture used to attach the post to the Instron.

Testing parameters for all samples were the same. A compressive preload of 14 N at a rate of $50 \frac{\mu m}{s}$ was applied to ensure that the entire surface of the device was in contact with the glass. This load was held for one minute before tension was applied at a rate of $100 \frac{\mu m}{s}$. At least four tests were conducted per condition. The first testing condition, Condition I, was a purely un-activated state and served as the baseline adhesion value for later tests. When a condition required activation and the test was completed, the sample was left to cool so that an un-activated test could be performed to ensure that the baseline adhesion values had not been affected to confirm reversibility.
4.3 Testing Issues

One of the main issues encountered throughout testing was loss of resistance which rendered samples useless as they could not be activated. Throughout the fabrication process resistance was checked every step because once the channels were sealed there was no way of altering them without partial destruction of the sample. Resistance loss commonly occurred during tests that called for activation and samples with thinner sealing layers. Repairable failures were typically those seen in Figure 4-3, that involve breaks in LMPA within the channels. To repair the samples, they were placed face down onto a glass surface on a hot plate at 65°C for 5 minutes. This process was repeated until resistance was re-gained, after which a baseline adhesion test would be performed to ensure the samples revival.

![Figure 4-3](image-url): Picture taken under the microscope of a clear breakage in the LMPA channel that results in an un-usable sample as it cannot be activated. This type of break was repairable.
There were un-repairable failures in earlier versions of the device most commonly involving the breach of a channel sidewall causing bleeding of LMPA into other channels short circuiting the sample, seen in Figure 4-5. Delamination or failure of the sealing layer was also un-repairable as it usually resulted in a loss of LMPA in the channel with no way of replacing of it. Although these types of failures were rare, one of the 400μm samples experienced a tear on the surface releasing LMPA. Really thin sealing layers were extremely susceptible to these failures as well, seen in Figure 4-6.

In the real application these soft grippers will be used to pick up an object, then activated with a higher voltage for a very short period of time (a pulse lasting one to two seconds) to drop the object. Since the gripper is under axial force for a very short time while the LMPA is in the liquid state, the probability of failure will greatly decrease. However, in the experiments a voltage has been applied for almost two minutes due to the specified low speed of the Instron cross head which increases the likelihood of creating voids and failures.
Figure 4-5: Images of breached sidewalls resulting in short circuiting of the sample. Areas within the red boxes are the spaces in between channels and should appear clear but instead are polluted with LMPA.

Figure 4-6: LMPA can be seen on the surface of the sample as a result of a failed sealing layer. Sealing layer thickness was roughly 100μm.
4.4 Testing Conditions

To study the device’s capabilities three test conditions were generated. These conditions were designed to demonstrate the device’s adhesion change abilities while guaranteeing that these changes were not a product of other scenarios, permanent or temporary, as to preserve reversibility. Although the numbering of the conditions does not correlate to the order in which they were performed, Condition I was always conducted first.

Condition I testing protocol, seen in Figure 4-7, was a “cold-cold” test, meaning that no activation occurred. This test served not only as the baseline for future tests, but was conducted after a sample was repaired, cleaned, or activated.

**Figure 4-7:** (1) Sample is brought into contact with glass surface. (2) Compressive preload of 14 N is held for 1 minute. (3) After 1 minute the tension is applied. (4) The sample loses contact with the glass surface concluding the test.
Condition II testing, Figure 4-8, was a “cold-hot” test and this is where the adhesion change capabilities would be seen. Successful devices would experience a reduction in adhesion from their baseline values. Many early iteration devices would fail during this test, typically liquid LMPA would leak out when the pre-load was applied. Commonly, when the material would soften it would push up higher into the electrode well, when the device was pulled away the material would remain there resulting in the breaks in the channels requiring repair.

**Figure 4-8**: (1) Sample is brought into contact with glass surface. (2) Compressive preload of 14 N is applied for 1 minute with activation occurring in the last 30 seconds. (3) Tension is applied while the sample is still activated. (4) Sample loses contact with glass concluding the test.
Condition III testing, seen in Figure 4-9, was “hot-hot” meaning that the device was activated before initial contact and remained activated throughout the duration. This test pushed the boundaries of the robustness of the devices because any flaw in the sealing layer bonding would be exposed. The purpose of this test was to investigate the effects of activation to verify that adhesion change was due to activation and not factors such as surface contaminants.

**Figure 4-9:** (1) Sample is activated and brought into contact with the glass. (2) Compressive preload of 14 N applied for 1 min. (3) Sample is pulled away from the surface. (4) Sample loses contact with glass surface concluding the test.
Chapter 5 – Results and Discussion

Introduction

Upon the first successfully fabricated and tested devices, simulations were run to learn more about where the crack would start and the effects of varying micro-channel height and sealing layer thicknesses on adhesion. The results of the simulation inspired the experiment to go beyond the initial goal of achieving tunable reversible dry adhesion and investigate a trend of adhesion values based off of dimension criterion, specifically, the sealing layer thickness. Condition I-III tests were conducted on A and B samples of specific sealing layer thicknesses and recorded. The results of both the simulations and experiment will be presented and discussed in this section.

5.1 Simulation Results

The success of the first devices defined the micro-channel pattern and overall dimensions (i.e. main body, post, and spacer block) of the future devices to be fabricated and tested leaving the micro-channel height and the sealing layer thickness as variable dimensions. However, it was not fully understood how the dimensions would affect the behavior of the device. Because of this, a 2-D quarter size model of a PDMS post with an embedded LMPA layer was simulated with varying sealing layer thickness (t) and LMPA layer heights (h).

First, the location of the crack would need to be known to best represent the system. The model was subjected to a tension force with no specified crack location. Multiple stress distribution plots of varying LMPA layer height and sealing layer thickness were generated under this model. Results showed that as the height of the LMPA layer gets
larger, the stress distribution maximum moved closer to the center, while the lower layers resulted in high stress concentrations closer to the edge signifying an edge crack formation.

**Figure 5-1:** The simulations conducted were of a 2D quarter model of a LMPA core sample. Variables of the simulation were the height of the LMPA channel, \( h \), and the thickness of the sealing layer, \( t \).
Figure 5-2: Shows the stress distributions for multiple LMPA layer and sealing layer thicknesses. Results show that for the tested system of $h=0.4\text{mm}$ the crack should begin on the edge. As the LMPA layer gets thicker, the crack location begins to move towards the center.
With this, an edge crack initiation was assumed and simulations were then run to learn more about the LMPA and sealing layer thicknesses and their effects on the adhesion strength. A fixed displacement boundary condition was imposed on the adhered interface, while the interface between the PDMS and LMPA parts was modeled as perfectly bonded. Normal loading was applied by displacing the nodes along the top of the post in the z-direction; the displacement in x-y plane was free, which represents the fact that the post was held with a rigid fixture in the experiments.

The results of the simulation, shown by Figure 5-3, revealed that both the LMPA layer and the sealing layer thicknesses have an effect on strain energy and by proxy, the adhesion strength. More specifically, the devices fabricated for this experiment had a channel height of 400 μm with varying sealing layer thickness of 200 μm, 400 μm, 600 μm, 800 μm, and 1200 μm. FE simulations showed an expected maximum adhesion force with a sealing layer thickness of 600 μm for samples with LMPA layer thickness of 400 μm due to the least amount of strain energy being generated.
Figure 5-3: Results of the FEM simulations show that for the LMPA layer thickness of 400μm, there should be a maximum adhesion value with a sealing layer thickness of 600μm.
5.2 Experimental Results

One of the principal assumptions with the simulation versus the actual behavior of the device was no delamination between the PDMS and LMPA parts in the solid state (un-activated) and also no delamination between the post and the sealing layer, which could not be guaranteed. Corona Discharge was used to attach the PDMS sealing layer to the PDMS post which has the lowest PDMS-PDMS bonding strength of the available methods [62]. Bonding between the layers has the potential to fail under high adhesion forces and cause leaking of LMPA out of the channels which may have skewed the data.

Figure 5-4, Figure 5-5, and Figure 5-6 show the results of the three different testing conditions. Interestingly a maximum was observed at the predicted sealing layer thickness of 600μm. Being that lower strain energy correlates to a higher adhesion force due to the prolonged crack initiation, the data appears to have followed the trend predicted by the simulation. However, with the adhesion of the last two samples, 800μm and 1200μm, being lower than the first two, 200μm and 400μm, a deviation from predicted trend occurred. This discrepancy could be explained by the assumption of perfect bonding at all interfaces in the FE simulations while delamination is likely to occur at the PDMS-PDMS interface of some samples due to weak bonding.
Figure 5-4: Condition I results show a maximum baseline adhesion value associated with the 600μm sealing layer thickness as predicted by the FE simulation. Other data follows the behavioral trend but deviates possibly due to delamination effects. Error bars correlate to the standard deviation.
Figure 5-5: Condition II results show the same simulation trend with a maximum at 600 μm sealing layer. One of the samples from the 400 μm sealing layer thickness batch catastrophically failed during this test.
Figure 5-6: Condition III was performed to investigate the effect an initial un-activated surface contact versus an activated initial surface contact. The resulting adhesion forces were slightly lower than those of an initial un-activated surface contact.

The tunable adhesion capabilities of the devices were determined by the ratio of Condition I and Condition II results. These results of the adhesion change, seen in Figure 5-7, stayed rather constant for all sealing layer thicknesses being the highest for the 1.2 mm samples at 1.66. Interestingly the ratio of Condition I and Condition III was a higher adhesion change, but was not investigated in the experiment.
Figure 5-7: Comparing the adhesion change ratio of Condition I/Condition II and Condition I/Condition III.

To display the adhesion change capabilities of the device, a demo was conducted using the 600 μm A sample. A piece of glass was attached to an aluminum weight of 4.46 N to ensure similar surface contact as that of the experiments. The demo first followed Condition I protocol to obtain a baseline adhesion time that resulted in a total of 22 seconds before the weight was released naturally. The demo then followed Condition II protocol to see if the tunable adhesion could be observed. The weight was picked up and held for approximately six seconds before applying 5.5 volts, activating the sample and releasing the weight in less than two seconds.
Figure 5-8: Left to Right: frames taken from the demo video show the device holding the 4.46 N weight for approximately six seconds before the device is activated dropping the weight in less than two seconds. The multi-meter shows when the device was activated with 5.5 volts.

5.3 Discussion

During testing, sample B of the 400 μm experienced a tear on the surface of the sealing layer resulting in material loss and ultimately a catastrophic failure. This was the only sample to fail of such events, although many samples had to be repaired on the hotplate throughout testing. This was more common in the samples with thinner sealing layers than in the samples with thicker sealing layers.

The experimental data followed the trend of the simulation results but did deviate, possibly due to uncontrollable delamination factors. Fabrication tools and methods may have allowed for unreliable bonding between two PDMS layers causing the discrepancy. The simulations were performed with the assumption that no delamination was occurring, but could not be guaranteed. Figure 5-9 shows a summary of the results for the three conditions.
Figure 5.9: Summary of the adhesion data for A and B samples. A maximum adhesion force seen at 600 μm sealing layer thickness is consistent with FE simulations.
Chapter 6 – Summary, Conclusions, and Future Work

6.1 Summary

The goal of the experiment was to show tunable reversible dry adhesion. Stress and strain distributions were manipulated by a stiffness tunable layer that could mitigate stress concentration to increase adhesion forces. Design of the device took much iteration, but with the use of a 3D printer alterations could be made quickly allowing the project to stay on schedule. The final version of the devices had micro channels 200 μm wide and 400 μm tall with a channel spacing of 500 μm. Overall contact surface of the device was 9.12 mm by 17.17 mm with the channels 700 μm away from the edges.

Molds for the post, spacer block, and main body were made with a 3D printer and sealing layers were made on a glass disk with a spin coater. Corona discharge was implemented to bond the sealing layer to the main body before LMPA was injected into the channels. Spacer blocks were attached with uncured PDMS and copper electrodes were inserted into the wells and threaded through the side wall of the spacer block before the wells were sealed with PDMS. Successful devices had a resistance of approximately 2 Ohms.

FEM simulations for varying LMPA micro channel heights and sealing layer thicknesses were conducted before testing. Results of the FEM showed that as the LMPA layer becomes thicker the crack location moves to the center of the device rather than the edge because of higher stress values. Results also show that there is a relationship between the LMPA micro channel height and sealing layer thickness predicting a maximum adhesion
value for the sample with LMPA channels 400 μm tall and a sealing layer thickness of 600 μm.

An Instron testing machine was outfitted with a fixture on top that would hold the devices and a glass substrate installed on the bottom to ensure a smooth surface for testing. Devices were hooked up to a power supply for activation and subjected to three different testing conditions with only one device failing during the extensive testing.

6.2 Conclusions

This thesis is concerned with a novel elastomeric gripper with tunable reversible dry adhesion. Average adhesion change capabilities of 1.36 times due to the manipulation of the mechanical stiffness of LMPA-filled channels embedded in a PDMS post are shown. These LMPA thin strips can soften upon the application of voltage, which results in less uniform stress distribution on the adhered interface, and thus reduction of the adhesion strength. Reversibility has been shown by performing baseline tests after all tests requiring activation to rule out any loss of adhesion due to heat, surface contaminants, or device failure.

Test results and FEM simulations agree on a relationship between the dry adhesion and the distance from the LMPA channels to the contact surface (i.e. sealing layer thickness), and share a maximum adhesion value for devices with 600 μm sealing layers at about 11 N. This device demonstrated its low power adhesion change capabilities by releasing a weight (previously held for 22 seconds) within two seconds of activation with an applied voltage of 5.5 V and a power consumption of about 7.56 W. With improvement, the
tunable reversible dry adhesive devices based on mechanisms illustrated here will be a reliable handling option for industry and research in the future.

6.3 Future Work

The first aspect of the devices that needs to be improved is the fabrication process, specifically the bonding process between the sealing layer and the main body. A procedure that could guarantee bonding with no delamination between the two parts might reduce the discrepancy between the experimental results and the simulation results. An improved bonding process would also allow for more dimensional combinations to be experimented with. One of the reasons that the channel pattern and geometry were chosen was the consideration of being compatible with the bonding process. Having the opportunity to experiment with different channel patterns and distances from the channels to the edge of the sample could increase adhesion change ratio.

Secondly, the assembly process needs to be improved. The lack of keying holes or assembly fixtures led to some misaligned and/or non-planar devices. Having the correct tools and geometrical features to properly align and secure the devices during curing would result in more consistent batches of samples and results.

Lastly, the processes of fabrication and experimentation should be more controlled to provide better accuracy in results and increase uniformity of devices. For example, fabrication steps that require exposure to heat, such as curing and LMPA injection, need to be consistent in not only temperature but time as well. Furthermore, the testing environment needs to be monitored (values such as relative humidity or ambient
temperature) to aid in ruling out possible environmental factors that may influence a device’s adhesive capabilities.

With optimal fabrication and assembly methods, the devices could be manufactured large scale for assembly lines or custom fabricated for specific handling tasks. Re-tooling a manufacturing line could require less time and be made cheaper and simpler. With no need for excess lines, such as pneumatic, to function, and only requiring simple circuitry for activation, these devices would be ideal for manufacturing plants looking to reduce equipment complexity and power usage.

The ability to quickly change adhesion capabilities would be ideal for human and robot wall climbing systems. Fabrication of custom units with objective-specific lightweight designs only requiring simple circuitry would be very conducive to increasing speed and efficiency of the climber. Devices can be made into a plethora of shapes and sizes to fit the needs of any gripping tasks. Tunable reversible dry adhesion is a clean, minimalistic approach that with development could replace bulky traditional methods.
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